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ABSTRACT

THESIS: ZERO-INFLATED MODELS FOR RNA-Seq COUNT DATA
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COLLEGE: Sciences and Humanities

DATE: May 2015

PAGES: 82

Motivation: Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) methods for RNA-Seq result

millions of short sequences, called reads that provide fundamental information in

the fields of genomics, epigenetics and transcriptomes. One of the main objectives

of many biological studies is gene expression profiling between samples. Gene ex-

pression profiling studies involve mapping of short reads to reference genome, if

available, summarizing, normalizing, and finally performing downstream analysis

such as making a list of differentially expressed (DE) genes. One of the com-

mon assumptions of RNA-Seq data is that, all gene counts follow an overdispersed

Poisson or Negative Binomial (NB) distribution which is sometimes misleading

because some genes may have stable transcription levels with no overdispersion

and some of them may have excessive number of zero counts. Thus, a more real-
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istic assumption in RNA-Seq data is to consider four sets of genes: overdispersed

with limited number of zeros and excessive number of zeros, and non-overdispersed

with limited number of zeros and excessive number of zeros. Our objective is to

apply zero inflated models to the data with excessive number of zero counts and

to evaluate their performance.

Method: Available methods can handle read counts data with limited number

of zero counts for both overdispersed and non-overdispersed data. With excessive

number of zeros in the data, we adopt a new approach and apply it to the real

RNA-Seq data obtained from Gilad et al.[1] to detect DE genes. Our approach is

to consider Zero Inflated Poisson (ZIP) mixed model for non-overdispersed genes

and Zero Inflated Negative Binomial (ZINB) mixed model for overdispersed genes.

This is an integrated approach because this method can be combined with any

other Poisson and NB based methods for detecting DE genes. We also evaluate

the performance of the models by conducting a simulation study.

Results: Heat maps for DE genes obtained by ZIP and ZINB mixed models

demonstrate the notable performance of the models for the real data. Area under

receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC) and Receiver operating characteris-

tics (ROC) curve depict that the models perform well for simulated data. However,

ZIP performs better in identifying DE genes from both real and simulated data

with excessive zeros.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Deoxyribonuclic acid (DNA) and Ribonuclic acid (RNA) play a fundamental

role in carrying genetic information in all living organisms on the earth. DNA and

RNA are entrusted to perform specific functions in the bodies of all living beings.

RNA directly codes for amino acids and acts as a messenger between DNA and

ribosomes to make proteins while DNA stores genetic information. RNA sequence

unveils biological insights and characteristics of subjects. The RNA-Sequencing,

also termed as whole transcriptome shotgun sequencing is a recent advancement

in biological research. The high-throughput sequencing technology sequence com-

plementary deoxyribonucleic acid (cDNA) to extract information on RNA content

from the sample and generates millions of short read sequences (deoxyribonucleic

acid (DNA) sequences). These short reads are then mapped or aligned to a refer-

ence genome. Thus, the number of mapped reads within a gene is used as a mea-

sure of tag abundance, or equivalently known as gene expression [2]. An RNA-Seq

experiment produces discrete measurement of gene expressions. While hybridiza-

tion based microarray experiment gives continuous measurements of fluorescence
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

intensities as gene expression, RNA-Seq techniques can identify allele-specic ex-

pression of priorly unknown transcripts without having preceding information of

the organism. Thus, it can discover novel messenger RNAs (mRNA). In addition

to that, RNA-Seq technology is able to generate a wider measurable range of ex-

pression levels, minimum background disturbances and noises, and ensures high

technical efficiency along with reproducibility [2, 3]. It is worthwhile to mention

that RNA-Seq technology is able to capture the whole transcriptome to be sur-

veyed in a very high-throughput and quantitative manner, even at a reasonably

lower cost than the other predominating methods [4]. The advantages of RNA-Seq

technology mentioned above established it as superior to the past sequencing tech-

nologies like, Sanger sequencing of cDNA [5], polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [6]

or, serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) [7]. Nonetheless, RNA-Seq technolo-

gies are not free of shortfalls. As the longer genes tend to have more reads to

be sequenced than shorter ones containing same expression level, RNA-Seq suffers

from problems of length bias. Another shortfall of RNA-Seq is that the set of

observed read counts in distinct samples are strongly affected by the total number

of mapped reads (library sizes) in the respective samples, referred to as sequencing

depths. The unequal library sizes of the study samples cause to the incompara-

bility among samples with respect to the observed read counts [2, 8]. Despite

having these downsides, RNA-Seq is still considered as the most useful technique

as well as the major platform for transcriptome profiling. It allows to study a

variety of topics without being confined to only quantification of gene expression

levels, novel transcript and exon discovery, differential expression (DE) analysis,

and splice variant detection [9].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

One of the main objectives of RNA-Seq experiments is to identify differen-

tially expressed (DE) genes by comparing the gene expression levels across different

treatment groups. Genes are called DE if the read counts change between two or

more different treatment groups systematically rather than as expected by ran-

dom chance [2]. DE genes have a great biological importance such as variation

in gene expression levels indicate a major source of evolutionary novelty. Specific

types of genes expression may influence for certain types of diseases for both ani-

mals and plants which might discriminate among diseased and healthy tissues in

those species. Thus knowing DE genes in diverse conditions helps scientists to

infer about the association of genes with certain diseases. Moreover, DE genes

would facilitate developing the so called personalized medicine guided by individ-

uals genetic mark-up. Regulations on certain genes facilitate variety development

of plants, crops and animals.

Most common and simple RNA-Seq study includes two treatment conditions

in a completely randomized design, for illustration, treated versus untreated cells.

Identification of DE genes facilitates to unveil the complex functions of genes when

cells respond to antithetical treatment conditions. Contrary to the microarray

data, RNA-Seq data set contains the counts of mapped reads to a gene which are

nonnegative integer valued in nature. To the latest, for detecting DE genes from

RNA-Seq counts data a good number of methods have been suggested in literature.

Binomial, Poisson, and Negative Binomial (NB) are the three extensively used

discrete probability distributions to model the RNA-Seq count data. When the

number of counts of reads mapped to a given feature of interest is relatively small

to the total number of reads binomial distribution can be approximated by the

Poisson distribution [10]. In the past RNA-Seq studies using a single biological
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

sample, the distribution of counts across technical replicates for the majority of

genes was reported to fit well to a Poisson distribution [11, 12]. Couple of the

methods in the past such as Fisher’s exact test [13], χ2 goodness-of-fit test [11]

and likelihood ratio test (LRT) [12] were proposed based on Poisson distribution.

DE gene are identified by using Poisson mixture model if counts come from several

distinct subpopulations (clusters) [22]. If expression data are dealt with some fixed

and random effects, Poisson mixed effect model is a useful tools for identification of

DE genes [1] On the other hand, in the presence of biological replications, RNA-

Seq data tend to violate the equality of mean-variance property for a Poisson

model to hold for considerably many genes. If the observed variance exhibits

lower value than the mean counts for some genes then those genes are referred

as under-dispersed. When the observed variance is higher than the mean then

those genes are referred to suffer from overdispersion problem [14]. In such cases,

Poisson models are prone to high false positive rates. Bayesian methods [15,

16], generalized linear models [17, 18] and Negative Binomial (NB) models [14,

19, 20] are some of the commonly used approaches to deal with overdispersed

data. Although these methods entail the benefits of biological replication and

overdispersion, they embrace a common pitfall. These model assume that all gene

counts are derived from an overdispersed Poisson or NB distribution, and fail to

address the fact that some genes might have constant levels of transcription within

treatment group. Thus, they might not show overdispersion [21, 2]. Accordingly,

the assumption on the variations of each gene’s expression may mislead to detect

a truly DE gene. It is plausible to assume that for some genes, the transcription

levels might vary within groups, whereas other genes (i.e., housekeeping genes)

may have completely stable transcription levels [21]. Besides, excessive number

of zero counts in the data may be another issue where usual methods may not
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

work well. The existing literature suggests, zero abundant count data should

not be dealt with standard Poisson or Negative Binomial model. Therefore, it is

quite reasonable to assume that zero inflated models might be effective tools for

identifying DE genes from the pool of genes with excessive number of zero counts.

The focus of the study is to the application of zero inflated Poisson (ZIP) and

zero inflated Negative Binomial (ZINB) mixed effect models as the new approaches

to identify DE genes from non overdispersed and overdispersed genes with exces-

sive number of zero counts respectively. The study also intends to evaluate the

performance of the models on real data as well as on simulated data set.

The noted R packages are widely used tools for RNA-Seq analysis: Poisson-

Seq [23], and GPseq [18] , edgeR [19, 20], DESeq [14], sSeq [24], and NBPSeq [25],

lme4 R package [26], and HTSDiff package [22].

In what follows, we present a brief overview of RNA-Seq basics. The method-

ology along with overall computational work-flow are presented in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 contains summary results obtained from real data set. ZIP and ZINB

model performance by using simulation data set are stated in Chapter 4. Chapter

5 concludes the study followed by references.

1.2 Structure of DNA and RNA

DNA consists of the sugar deoxyribose. The structure of RNA is a double

helixes which seems to be a twisted ladder where the rungs of the ladder are made

up of match pairs of nucleobases. RNA contains sugar ribose. Base pairings of

DNA and RNA are marginally different. DNA comprises of the bases adenine,
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

thymine, cytosine, and guanine. On the contrary, RNA consists of adenine, uracil,

cytosine, and guanine. Uracil differs from thymine as it lacks a methyl group on

its ring (Figure 1.1)

(a) DNA structure (b) RNA structure

Figure 1.1: The typical structure of DNA and RNA

1.3 Steps of a Simple RNA-Seq Work-flow

Highthroughput-sequencing technologies such as, Illumina IG, Roche 454

GS FLX Sequencer,and Applied Biosystems SOLiD [27], popularly known as plat-

forms, are developed in the early 2000s used in RNA-Seqencing experiments. A

typical RNA-Seq experiment includes three steps:

1. Separating messenger RNA (mRNA) from cells and then fragmenting at

random positions into smaller pieces of an average length of 200 nucleotides [28].

2. Converting mRNA to complementary DNA (cDNA) and attaching adaptors

to either or both ends [4].

3. Sequencing cDNA by using any of the aforementioned highthroughput se-

quencing technologies.

6



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

A simple RNA-Seq work-flow

Figure 1.2: A simple RNA-Seq work-flow. Briefly, mRNA is converted through fragmen-
tation into a library of cDNA. Adaptors are added to each cDNA fragment and after
sequencing the cDNA a short read is obtained. The resulting sequence reads are aligned
to the reference genome or transcriptome and classified as exonic reads, junction reads
or poly(A) end-reads [4].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

(a) Sequencing step (b) Mapping step

Figure 1.3: The schematic procedures to obtain count data from RNA-Seq experiment.
Figures are adapted from lecture notes prepared by Dr. Peng Liu for Stat 416 class, ISU
2012.

Most of the RNA-Seq experiments collect a purified RNA sample, followed

by fragmenting and converting it into complementary DNA (cDNA). Sequencing

cDNA on a high-throughput platform such as the Illumina GA/Hiseq, SOLiD or

Roche 454 produces millions of short sequences of lengths between 25 and 300

base pairs (bp), called as RNA-Seq short reads. These reads are typically obtained

from either or both ends of the cDNA fragment. Single-end reads are obtained

from either ends and paired-end reads are from both ends of the fragments . It is

necessary to turn millions of short reads into a quantification of expression. So the

short reads are then aligned to the available reference genome or transcriptome

and the unaligned reads are usually ignored. If the reference genome or transcrip-

tome is not readily available, then de novo assembly may be required to produce

a genome-scale transcription map [4] from the sample itself. The task of mapping

is to detecting the unique location where a short read is identical to the reference

genome. The aligned or matched reads form each sample are then summarized

by gene span, exon, junction reads or by coding sequence based on the feature of

interest [2](Figure 1.2). Finally, counts of the sequencing reads aligned to a given
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

gene or exon or transcript in the reference genome is tabulated, and referred to

as Table of counts. Figure 1.3 clearly demonstrates the sequencing and mapping

step in accordance with the aforesaid work-flow. For the ease of illustration, only

6 nucleotides are taken into consideration, while in reality, the length ranges from

25 to 300bp based on sequencing platforms [29]. In the mapping step, the reads

are mapped to a reference genome, and the mapped reads are counted for each

gene to measure its expression level as well.

Table 1.1 shows the first five rows of a hypothetical RNA-Seq data matrix .

Each column represents a biological sample divided into thee different treatment

groups. Each cell count is the number of RNA-Seq reads that matched to the gene

denoted in each row. The last row is the total number of mappable reads for each

of the biological replicates and often termed as “active library sizes” [25].

In our study, We will start with a RNA-Seq count data matrix of the form

G × N , where N denotes the total number of replicates or samples taken in the

study for which sequencing was performed, and G indicates the total number of

genes.
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Chapter 2

Methodology

2.1 Design and Data Description

Digital gene expression count data from an RNA-Seq experiment conducted

by Gilad et al. [1] are used for this study. The data contain the number of reads in

columns for 36 lanes extracted from 18 liver tissue samples with 2 replications

of each. Gilad et al. [1] considered 6 samples from each of the three species

namely human (HS), chimpanzee (PT), and rhesus macaque (RM). From each

species they collected information on 3 male (M) individuals and from 3 female

(F) individuals. Thus for each gene there are 36 read counts form 3 species ×

2 sex × 3 individuals × 2 replications. The dimension of the data is 20689 × 36.

An illustration of experimental design as given in the supplementary materials of

Gilad et al. [1] is reproduced below.
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Figure S1: An illustration of the study design. 
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Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of Gilad et al. [1] experimental design

2.2 Statistical Framework for Modeling RNA-Seq Data

2.2.1 Basic Models for Count Data

Count responses are generated by the counting process in many disciplines.

Poisson and Negative Binomial distributions are considered as the two natural

distributions for the count response. In the presence of covariates, Poisson and

Negative Binomial (NB) regression models are used as the basic models to analyze

count data. However, Poisson and NB models differ in regards to the assumption

on the conditional mean and variance of the response variable. Poisson model as-

sumes that the conditional mean and variance of the distribution are equal. On the

contrary, NB model do not assume the equality of mean and variance and which

is particularly correct when there is overdispersion in the data. In the gene count

data it is quite natural that some of the genes are overdispersed while the others

are not. Therefore, it is plausible to use Poisson model for non-overdispersed data

and NB for overdispersed data. The models are stated as below:

12



CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY

In case of non-overdispersed data,

Y ijkl
g ∼ Poisson(µijklg ), i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2; k = 1, 2, 3 and l = 1, 2

where,

Pr(Y = y|µ) =
exp−λ µy

y!
; for y = 0, 1, 2 . . . . . .

and,

log(µ) = Xβ where , X is the covariate matrix

In case of overdispersed data,

Y ijkl
g ∼ NB(µijklg ), i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2; k = 1, 2, 3 and l = 1, 2

where,

Pr(Y = y|µ) =
Γ (yi + 1/τ)) (τλi)

yi

Γ (yi + 1)) Γ (1/τ) (1 + τλ)yi+1/τ
; for y = 0, 1, 2 . . . . . .

and

log(µ) = Xβ, X is the covariate matrix

For both overdispersed and non overdispersed data: i, j, k and l represents

species, sex, individuals and replications respectively. And, g indicates gth gene.

2.2.2 Zero Inflated Models

In statistical modeling, zero inflated models are used to capture abundance of

zero counts in the response. A zero inflated model is based on mixture of Bernoulli

distribution degenerating at zero and an ordinary count distribution of Poisson or

Negative Binomial. The choice of zero inflated models in this study is based on

13
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the assumption of sources of zeros. We assume that some of the zeros may occur

by chance (sampling zeros) as the outcomes of binary process, and the others are

true zeros (structural zeros) that are inevitable part of every counting process.The

basic assumption of ZINB model is that data to be generated from two distinct

processes. The first process is the Bernoulli process and its outcome determines

which of the two processes should be used. The probability of a zero count re-

sponse from the first sample is denoted by πi and (1− πi) is the probability that

the response is from the second process which is governed by a count model. The

other consideration is to investigate where zero inflated models result better fit to

the data. We apply two models, Zero Inflated Piossion (ZIP) and Zero Inflated

Negative Binomial (ZINB) on the non overdispersed and overdispersed data re-

spectively.

Zero Inflated Poisson Model (ZIP)

In a ZIP model, the response variable Y = (Y1, Y2, ...Yn) are independent and

follow the distributional form as given below:

Y ∼

 0, with probablity πi

Poisson(λi), with probablity(1− πi)

Thus the response Yi occur by the following model

Yi =

 0, with probablity πi + (1− πi) exp−λi

k, with probablity(1− πi) exp−λi λki
k!

14
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The mean and variance of Y are,

E(Y ) = (1− π)λ).

V ar(Y ) = (1− π)λ(1 + πλ).

The Poisson mean λ = (λ1, λ2, ...λn) satisfies log(λ) = Xβ, and the probability

parameter π = (π1, π2, ..., πn) satisfies logit (π) = log π
1−π = Zγ for covariate matri-

ces X and Z respectively. The link functions log(λ) and logit(π) are the canonical

links for Poisson and Binary responses respectively.

Zero Inflated Negative Binomial Model(ZINB)

In a ZINB model, the response variable Y = (Y1, Y2, ...Yn) are independent

and follow the distributional form as given below:

Y ∼

 0, with probablity πi

Negative Binomial (λiτ), with probablity(1− πi)

Pr(Yi = yi) =


πi + (1− πi)(1 + τλi)

−1/τ , when yi = 0

(1− πi) Γ(yi+1/τ)(τλi)
yi

Γ(yi+1)Γ(1/τ)(1+τλ)yi+1/τ , when yi = 1, 2, 3, . . . . . .

The mean and variance of the response Yi are E(Yi) = (1−πi)λi and V ar(Yi) =

(1 − πi)λi(1 + λi(πi + τ)) respectively, where λi is the mean of the underlying

Negative Binomial distribution and τ is the overdispersion parameter. When τ →

0 the ZINB turns into ZIP.
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The location parameter λi is modeled as the linear function of covariates

X, as λi = exp(xTi β), where β is a (p + 1) × 1 vector of unknown parameters

associated with known covariates X. The zero inflation factor πi is characterized

in terms of the logit model as logit(πi) = ZT
i γ, where γ is a (q + 1)× 1 vector of

zero inflated co-efficients to be estimated associated with the known zero inflation

covariates Z. In Generalized Linear Model (GLM) terminology log(λ) is known as

the natural link for negative binomial model and logit (π) is the natural link for

Bernoulli probability of success.

2.2.3 Test for Overdispersion

Poisson model is a natural choice for count responses. However, read counts

generated from multiple biological replications tend to be overdispersed. Overdis-

persion arises when variance of count data exceeds its mean. In the presence of

over-dispersion, Poisson model does not perform well on the investigation of DE

analysis [25]. In this study, we test over-dispersion where the null hypothesis is

that there is no over-dispersion in the data. Hence, the Poisson model is the null

model against any other alternative model with over-dispersion. Following the no-

tations of Deans and Lawless [30], we let Yi be the response from the i th subject

with covariates Xi. Then Yi is distributed as Poisson with mean µi = µi(Xi; β),

where β is a p-dimensional vector of unknown coefficients. We denote the possible

extra-Poisson variation by vi, in the presence of which the standard Poisson model

becomes a random or mixed effects Poisson model. Thus, for given Xi and vi,

Yi ∼ Poisson(vi, µi), where vi s are continuous positive valued random variables

that are independent and identically distributed with some finite mean E(vi) and

variance V ar(vi) = τ . If we let E(vi) to be 1, V ar(Yi|Xi) = µi + τµ2
i , then the
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null hypothesis for testing over-dispersion becomes, H0 : τ = 0. Failure to reject

the null hypothesis leads to the Poisson model. In this study we perform, Dean’s

PBtest [31] for over-dispersion using a R package DCluster for each of the genes.

Rejection of H0 for the specific gene justifies the application of Negative Binomial

type models for DE identification.

2.3 Statistical Models used for Identification of DE genes

In our data, for each gene, we have species, sex and individual wise read

counts. For each individual, there are two replications in the data. As the individ-

uals are different for each species we consider that they are nested within species.

To identify DE with respect to species, sex and their interactions we apply Poisson

mixed effect model for non overdispered genes with limited number of zero counts

and ZIP mixed model for genes with excessive number of zero counts. For overdis-

persed data set we apply negative binomial mixed model and zero inflated ZINB

mixed model based on limited and excessive number of zero counts respectively.

In all the models, we consider species and sex as fixed effects and variability due

to individuals as random effect.

The count response for the g th gene Y ijkl
g , follows four separate distributions

under four distinct scenarios as given below.

Y ijkl
g ∼



Piosson(µijklg ), when no overdispersion and no exceesive number of zeros

ZIP (µijklg ), when no overdispersion and exceesive number of zeros

NB (µijklg ), when overdispersion and no exceesive number of zeros

ZINB (µijklg ), when overdispersion and exceesive number of zeros.
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For each model, log(µ) can be expressed as

log(µijkg ) = µg + θig + δjg + γk(i)
g + (θδ)ijg

where, the superscript i indicates species with 1= HS, 2= PT and 3= RM, super-

script j indicates sex with 1= Male (M) and 2= Female(F) and superscript k(i)

represents individuals are nested within species.

For this model, µg is the overall gene expression across all individuals, θi is

a species specific fixed effect, δj is a sex specific fixed effect, (θδ)ij is a sex- by-

species interaction effect, γk is a per individual random effect and (i) represents

kth individual is nested in ith species.

We test the following hypotheses:

H0:µg 6= 0, θig = 0, δjg 6= 0,(θδ)ijg = 0

H1 :µg 6= 0,θig 6= 0,δjg 6= 0,(θδ)ijg = 0

and

H0:µg 6= 0, θig 6= 0, δjg = 0,(θδ)ijg = 0

H1 :µg 6= 0,θig 6= 0,δjg 6= 0,(θδ)ijg = 0

and

H0:µg 6= 0, θig 6= 0, δjg 6= 0,(θδ)ijg = 0

H1 :µg 6= 0,θig 6= 0,δjg 6= 0,(θδ)ijg 6= 0

By the first set of hypotheses we test whether a particular gene is differ-

entially expressed (DE) with respect to species Human(HS) versus Chimpanzees

(PT) and Human (HS) versus Rhesus macaques (RM). The second set of hypothe-

ses allows us to detect DE genes with respect to sex such as aggregate male versus

aggregate female for all three spices. On the other hand, by the third set we test

DE genes for sex-species interactions. Due to design constraint we test only three
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interactions, such as, Human- Male versus Chimp-Female and Human-Male versus

Resus-Female. For all the tests, the level of significance considered as 5%.

We perform the same model and test the same hypotheses for all four types

of our data where we fit Poisson , Zero Inflated Poisson, Negative Binomial and

Zero Inflated Negative Binomial models respectively. All computations are con-

ducted in R and R scripts are written to perform the analysis

2.4 Data Manipulation Work-flow

The study data matrix obtained from the supplementary materials of Gilad’s

article was of dimensions 20689× 36 except the gene ID. We arrange the data as,

the first 12 columns containing count data on human (HS) samples, the second

12 columns for Chimpanzees(PT) and the last 12 columns for rhesus macaques

(RM). In each of the 12 columns, the first 6 are on 3 males with 2 replications

each and the rest 3 are females with 2 replications each. We exclude 2803 genes

from our study with all zero counts. Based on overdispersion test data are divided

into two sets Poisson with non-overdispersed genes and Negative Binomial with

non-overdispersed genes.

We check the distribution of zero counts for each gene in the overall data set as

well as in overdispersed and non-overdispersed data set. It is observed that for a

huge number of genes the number of zero counts are substantially high. Initially,

we ran the Poisson mixed effect model on non over-dispersed data set and Negative

Binomial Mixed effect model for over-dispersed data set by using glmer function

of R package lme4. We experience frequent interruptions with the error messages

reported underneath. Existing literature suggests that standard Poisson and Neg-
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ative Binomial models are not good choices for data with abundance of zeros. Zero

inflated models should be considered instead. Then the question comes into play,

how many zero counts would lead the model as zero inflated? As no literature

is readily available at our hand, we went through some empirical trial and error

process using our data. We tried for both models with 1/3, 1/2, 3/4 proportions

of zeros in the data. Although Poisson model was relatively flexible than Negative

Binomial model, both models exhibit high frequency of errors for the proportions

of zeros 1/2 and 3/4. In case of proportion of zeros 1/3 or less the error rate

was almost negligible for both models. Finally, for the ease of operation we split

the data setting a threshold of proportion of zeros as 1/3. Genes containing zero

counts more than 33.33 percent was considered as zero inflated data set for the

rest of the study. Finally, the data set was split up into four data sets such as

Poisson data, Negative Binomial data, ZIP data and ZINB data.

A representative list of error messages that we encountered during running

Poisson mixed model using (glmer) function of R package (lme4) is presented

here:

Warning messages:

1. In checkConv(attr(opt, “derivs”), optpar, ctrl = control checkConv, Model

failed to converge with max |grad| = 0.00520365 (tol = 0.001, component 6)

2. In checkConv(attr(opt, “derivs”), optpar, ctrl = control checkConv, : Model

failed to converge: degenerate Hessian with 1 negative eigenvalues

3. In vcov.merMod(object, use.hessian = use.hessian) : variance-covariance ma-

trix computed from finite-difference Hessian is not positive definite: falling

back to var-cov estimated from RX
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4. In vcov.merMod(object, correlation = correlation, sigm = sig) : variance-

covariance matrix computed from finite-difference Hessian is not positive

definite: falling back to var-cov estimated from RX

5. In checkConv(attr(opt, “derivs”), optpar, ctrl = controlcheckConv, : unable

to evaluate scaled gradient

6. In checkConv(attr(opt, “derivs”), optpar, ctrl = controlcheckConv, : Hes-

sian is numerically singular: parameters are not uniquely determined Error

in diag(vcov(object, use.hessian = use.hessian)) : error in evaluating the ar-

gument ’x’ in selecting a method for function ’diag’: Error in solve.default(h)

: Lapack routine dgesv: system is exactly singular: U[6,6] = 0 Error message

for Negative binomial data set while performing Negative binomial mixed

effect model by using glmer function of R package lme4:

7. Error in diag( vcov (object, use.hessian = use.hessian )): error in evalu-

ating the argument ’x’ in selecting a method for function ’diag’: Error in

solve.default(h): Lapack routine dgesv:system is exactly singular: U[7,7] = 0

The other warnings:

Parameters were estimated, but not standard errors were not: the most likely

problem is that the curvature at MLE was zero or negative.

The following R packages are used to analyze data in this study. The pack-

age DCluster is used for over dispersion test, lme4 for Poisson mixed effect and

Negative Binomial mixed model, glmmADMB for ZIP and ZINB model, Ven-

nDiagram for drawing venndiagrams, gplots and RcolorBrewer for heat map,

gamlss.dist, gamlss and ROCR for drawing ROC curve.
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As an extension of currently used methods, we use zero inflated models for DE

gene identification with multiple treatment conditions (3 species here ) at a time.

To evaluate the performance of our models, we construct heat maps for a subset

of DE genes identified by our zero inflated models. Venn diagrams are created to

identify the common DE genes across species and sex. Finally, zero inflated model

performance is evaluated with a simulation study.
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Overall, my computational work-flow for the data manipulation can be presented

pictorially as follows.

                                                               Computational Workflow 

 

Initial Data 

Elimination of genes with all 

zero counts  

Over-dispersion test 

Non-over dispersed data 

set 

Over dispersed data set 

 

ZIP data set Poisson 

data set 

ZINB data 

set 

Po mixed 

model  

 

NB data set 

DEG index 

(Po) 

 

NB mixed 

model 

 

ZIP mixed 

model 

DEG index 

(ZIP) 

 

DEG index 

(ZINB) 

 

 

DEG index 

(NB) 

 

 

ZINB mixed 

model 

 

Simulation study (ZIP & 

ZINB) 

Heat Map (ZIP & ZINB) 

Venn Diagram for 

Combined DEG 

 

Combined DEG index 

Figure 2.2: Computational work flow of the study
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Chapter 3

Results

This chapter includes summary results of our analysis on observed data. In

exploratory analysis section we observed distribution of zeros on overall data as

well as for Poisson data and Negative Binomial data based on which further classi-

fication of data is made. The next section presents summary statistics on DE genes

obtained by using our models. Venn diagrams illustrate overlapping genes across

the species and sex-by-species interactions. Since the main focus of the study is

to introduce zero inflated models as the new approach for DE genes identification,

the final section reveals the performance of the zero inflated models. In particular,

heat maps for two sets of DE genes obtained by using ZIP and ZINB models are

presented.

3.1 Exploratory analysis of the Real data

We exclude the genes with all zero counts in each of the 36 cells and obtain

a set of 17, 888 genes for which number of zero counts ranges from 0 to 35.
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CHAPTER 3. RESULTS

Figure 3.1: Distribution of zero counts on aggregate data

Figure 3.1 represents the frequency of genes with respect to number of zero

counts they contain. The histogram depicts that most of the genes (more than

12000) contain 0-5 zero counts. The number of genes for the range of 8-30 zero

counts is substantially lower while a remarkable number of genes contain more

than 30 zero counts.

Figure 3.2: Distribution of zero counts on Poisson data
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of zero counts on Negative Binomial data

In modeling genomic count data it is plausible to check overdispersion,specially

when data come from more then one biological samples. By using Dean’s PBtest [31]

non overdisperded and overdispersed data are obtained. The non overdispersed

data set consist of 5, 444 genes which we call Poisson data set. On the other hand

overdispered data set consist of 12, 442 genes referred as Negative Binomial data

set in the rest of the analysis.

In Figure 3.2, the distribution of zero counts in Poisson data reveals that most

of the genes contain higher number of zero counts ranging from 15-35. In partic-

ular, more than 2, 000 genes contain 30-35 zero counts. In Figure 3.3 it is evident

that the range of zero counts 0-5 captures approximately 12, 000 genes. There-

fore, there is a fewer number of genes that contain excessive number of zeros on

Negative Binomial data. However, the excessive number of zero counts leads to

the classification of the data again and to the application of appropriate models.

Finally, four data sets namely Poisson , ZIP, NB and ZINB are created.
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3.2 Summary results generated from the Models

For each gene in Poisson data set a Poisson mixed effect model is performed.

On the basis of P -value (< 0.05) we identify whether the particular gene is dif-

ferentially expressed or not. Finally, Index sets of DE genes for HS vs PT, HS vs

RM, Male vs Female, HS male vs PT female and HS male vs RM female obtained.

We obtain similar sets of DE genes for each of the four data sets.

A sample R output of Poisson mixed effect model for a specific gene is pre-

sented. The other models produce similar output, only difference with their re-

spective underlying distributions.

Listing 3.1: R output

Genera l i zed l i n e a r mixed model f i t by maximum l i k e l i h o o d

( Laplace Approximation ) [ ’ glmerMod ’ ]

Family : po i s son ( l og )

Formula : count ˜ Spec i e s + Sex + Spec i e s ∗ Sex + Spec i e s /(1 | ind . nes )

Data : count

AIC BIC logL ik deviance df . r e s i d

939 .7 950 .8 −462.8 925 .7 29

Sca led r e s i d u a l s :

Min 1Q Median 3Q Max

−8.2361 −2.4699 −0.2221 2 .7398 6 .9173
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Random e f f e c t s :

Groups Name Variance Std . Dev .

ind . nes ( I n t e r c e p t ) 0 .0359 0 .1895

Number o f obs : 36 , groups : ind . nes , 3

Fixed e f f e c t s :

Estimate Std . Error z va lue Pr(>| z | )

( I n t e r c e p t ) 4 .99317 0.11437 43 .66 < 2e−16 ∗∗∗

Spec i e s2 0 .52427 0.04203 12 .47 < 2e−16 ∗∗∗

Spec i e s3 1 .01130 0.03890 26 .00 < 2e−16 ∗∗∗

Sex2 −0.12265 0.04862 −2.52 0 .0117 ∗

Spec i e s2 : Sex2 0.03121 0.06116 0 .51 0 .6099

Spec i e s3 : Sex2 −0.40939 0.05878 −6.96 3 .29 e−12 ∗∗∗

−−−

S i g n i f . codes : 0 ∗∗∗ 0 .001 ∗∗ 0 .01 ∗ 0 .05 . 0 . 1 1

Cor r e l a t i on o f Fixed E f f e c t s :

( I n t r ) Specs2 Specs3 Sex2 Sp2 : S2

Spec i e s2 −0.231

Spec i e s3 −0.249 0 .679

Sex2 −0.200 0 .543 0 .587

Spec i s2 : Sx2 0 .159 −0.687 −0.466 −0.795

Spec i s3 : Sx2 0 .165 −0.449 −0.662 −0.827 0 .658

This model considers HS as the reference for the species, Male as the refer-

ence for sex and HS Male as the reference for Interaction. A small p value less than
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0.05 for any species, sex and their interaction represents that particular gene is

DE with respect to the respective traits. This analysis reveals that species 1(HS)

is DE with species 2 (PT) and species 3(RM) for this gene. The gene also differs

between male and female.

Table 3.1 illustrates the summary of DE genes in our study produced by all

models. We observe out of 17, 886 genes 27.47% gens are DE between HS and PT,

34% gens are DE between HS and RM and 10.49% genes are DE between aggregate

Male and Female. Out of 4, 441 zero inflated non overdispersed genes, ZIP model

identifies that 106 HS genes are DE with respect to PT. From a set 1, 273 zero

inflated non overdispersed genes, ZINB identifies 300 genes as DE between HS and

PT. While Compared with HS vs RM, the ZIP identifies 196 genes as DE from a

set of 4, 441 and ZINB identifies 262 genes as DE from a total of 1, 273 in ZINB

set. The table also depicts that out of all genes 14.68% are DE between HS male

vs PT female and 13.09% are DE between HS male vs RM female.

In order to identify the common DE genes across species and their combina-

tions form the overall data as well as from model specific data, we look at Venn

diagrams. Venn diagrams allow us to visualize the number of overlapping DE

genes with respect to two or more classification traits and the specific number of

DE genes in each trait.
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Figure 3.4: Venn diagram of DE genes with respect to Human vs Chimpanzee and
Human vs Rhesus Macaque on aggregate data

Figure 3.4 presents the number of DE genes between HS and PT as well as

between HS and RM for aggregate data. The Venn diagram shows that 2, 768

genes are commonly differentially expressed for both PT and RM with respect to

HS. On the other hand 3, 313 genes are only DE between HS and RM, and 2, 146

genes are only DE between HS and PT.

Figure 3.5: Venn diagram of DE genes with respect to sex species interaction on aggre-
gate data
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The Figure 3.5 represents the number of DE genes between HS male and

PT female as well as between HS male and RM female for aggregate data. The

diagram shows that 819 genes are commonly differentially expressed for both the

groups HS male vs PT female and HS male vs RM female. On the other hand

1, 807 genes are only DE between HS male and PT female, and 1, 524 genes are

only DE between HS male and RM female.

In particular, as we propose the application of ZIP and ZINB to model read

count data with excessive number of zeros. We focus on only these two models for

our further analysis. To keep analysis simple we consider DE genes across species

only.

Figure 3.6: Venn diagram of DE genes Human vs Chimpanzee and Human vs Rhesus
Macaque by ZIP model

Figure 3.6 presents the number of DE genes between HS and PT as well as

between HS and RM for the zero inflation Poisson data set. The Venn diagram

reveals that only 49 genes are commonly DE for both PT and RM when compared

against HS. On the other hand 147 genes are only DE between HS and RM, and

57 genes are only DE between HM and PT.
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Figure 3.7: Venn diagram of DE genes Human vs Chimpanzee and Human vs Rhesus
Macaque by ZINB

Figure 3.7 represents the number of DE genes between HS and PT as well as

between HS and RM for the zero inflated Negative Binomial data set. The Venn

diagram reveals that only 63 genes are commonly DE for both PT and RM when

compared against HS. On the other hand 199 genes are only DE between HS and

RM, and 237 genes are only DE between HS and PT.

A heat map is a pictorial representation of the data where the individual

values contained in a data matrix are expressed as colors. Both the fractal and

tree maps use a similar process of color-coding to visualize the values taken by

a variable in a hierarchy. To construct heat map we consider only 49 and 63

DE genes common in HS versus PT and HS versus RM obtained by ZIP mixed

model and ZINB mixed model respectively. We consider these portions of DE gens

obtained by the aforesaid models as the samples. For both the heat maps below

we consider log(mean counts of RM/mean counts of HS) and log(mean counts of

PT/mean counts of HS) for each of the genes.
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Figure 3.8: Heat map for DE genes Human vs Chimpanzee and Human vs Rhesus
Macaque by ZIP
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Figure 3.9: Heat map for DE genes Human vs Chimpanzee and Human vs Rhesus
Macaque by ZINB

The heat maps in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 are constructed with the DE genes

obtained by ZIP and ZINB respectively. In both of the heat maps, left side in-

dicates comparison between PT and HS and right side for the comparison of RM

and HS. Inside the map, Red color in the left represents PT is more prominent to
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be differentially expressed and Green color represents HS is more prominent to be

differentially expressed, while Black color indicates those genes are not DE with

respect to HS and PT. Similar comparison are made in the right side for RM and

HS. Red color in the right side express dominance of RT and green color represents

dominance of HS genes to be differentiable.

Substantially smaller portions of black color in the heat maps indicate the

misidentification by the ZIP mixed model and ZINB mixed model are relatively

small. Overall, the heat maps for ZIP and ZINB accentuate the good performance

of the models for identifying DE genes across species when genes count data contain

excessive number of zeros.
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Simulation Study

4.1 Simulation set-up

Simulation allows us to generate replica of true data but may not be exact.

The advantage of hypothetical data is that, we can evaluate the results as we

know the true underlying nature of the generating scheme. For example, if a pre-

specified DE gene is indeed a truly DE gene or not. In reality, it is quite difficult to

simulate RNA-Seq read counts similar to that of a real RNA-Seq data. However,

it is an efficient practice to empirically estimate simulation parameters from a real

RNA-Seq data and generate read counts using the estimated values, which will

reflect the true nature of the real data set. Based on this principle, we designed

our simulation studies exploiting real RNA sequence data sets.

In this study we consider 49 genes found commonly differentially expressed in

HS versus PT and HS versus RM comparisons by ZIP mixed model as the true DE

genes that come from a set of non overdispersed zero inflated data. For each gene

we estimate zero inflation parameter π and mean λ̂ by using method of moments
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technique. Thus,

λ̂ = ȳ +
S2
y

ȳ
− 1

and

π̂ =
S2 − ȳ

ȳ2 + S2 − ȳ

where, ȳ and S2 are the species-wise mean and variance of counts respectively. By

keeping counts for PT and RM as usual, we take four fold change of HS data to

create DE data set with respect to species. For each of the DE genes we simulate

10 genes and thus we have a set of 490 DE genes. We create another set of 490

genes where all of them are non DE. Finally, we have a set of 980 genes out of

which first 490 are DE and the remaining are non DE.

For simulation purpose, as a base ZINB sample we consider 63 genes found

common differentially expressed in HS versus PT and HS versus RM comparisons

by ZINB mixed model. These DE genes extracted from a set of overdispersed

zero inflated gene set. For each gene we estimate zero inflation parameter π,

overdispersion parameter τ̂ and mean λ̂. In simulation we used species wise average

of π̂s obtained from all 63 genes as the zero inflation parameter. The other two

parameters are estimated by using the following formula λ̂ = ȳ/(1− π̂) and τ̂ =

(ȳ−S2/ȳ−1)

λ̂
− 1, where ȳ and S2 are the species-wise mean and variance of counts

respectively. Similar to the ZIP data simulation we keep counts for PT and RM

as usual, and take four fold change for HS data to create DE data set with respect

to species. For each of the DE genes we simulate 10 genes and thus we have a set

of 630 DE genes. We create another set of 630 genes where all of them are non

DE. Finally, we have a set of 1, 260 genes out of which first 630 are DE and the

rest are non DE.
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Fifty data sets are generated for each of these two simulation schemes. ZIP

mixed model is applied to the first data set and ZINB to the second data set. In

each case, we calculate AUC, the average area under a Receiver Operating Char-

acteristic curve (ROC) to see if our proposed zero inflated models can identify the

truly DE genes. Besides that,we find true positive rate (TPR) and false positive

rate (FPR). The computation was carried out using the R packages described in

the methodology chapter.

4.2 Simulation Results

We evaluate the performance of ZIP mixed model and ZINB mixed model

based on the efficiency of ranking truly DE genes using receiver operating charac-

teristic (ROC) curves. It is measured by computing FPR for a given significance

level. TPR (sensitivity) is also calculated to judge the ability to finding true DE

genes by the models. Thus, TPR is referred to the probability of identifying a

true DE gene as DE by the model while FPR is the measure of probability of

identifying a non DE gene as DE.

Table 4.1 contains the average AUC values, average TPR (sensitivity), and

average FPR along with their corresponding standard errors obtained from the two

models. From Table 4.1 average AUC and average TPR reveal that ZIP mixed

model performs better for identifying DE genes with respect to HS and PT, while

for identifying DE genes with respect to HS vs RM, ZINB mixed model performs

better. In case of ZIP mixed model False Positive Rate (FPR) reasonably low (less

than 6%) while identifying DE genes across species and sex. On the contrary, FPR

are substantially high (more than 16%) for all the cases for the ZINB model. For
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both the models standard error for AUC, TPR and FPR are very low. However,

the models do not perform well for detecting DE genes between sex.

Figure 4.1: ROC curve for DE genes HS vs PT by ZIP mixed model

Figure 4.2: ROC curve for DE genes HS vs RM by ZIP mixed model

The ROC plots the true positive rate (TPR or sensitivity) against the false-

positive rate (FPR). The graph 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate that at 0.0% FPR the ZIP
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model identifies more than 75% HS versus PT and 60% (approx) HS versus RM

true DE genes correctly. The ROC for HS versus PT also depicts that while FPR

increases up to 10% the TPR remains at a constant level of 80% (approx.) and in

case of HS vesus RM the TPR remains at a constant level of 60% (approx). The

area under the curve for HS versus PT is bigger then that of HS versus RM which

indicates that the model works better for HS versus PT true DE detection.

Figure 4.3: ROC curve for DE genes HS vs PT by ZINB mixed model

Figure 4.4: ROC curve for DE genes HS vs RM by ZINB mixed model
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The Figures 4.3 and 4.4 depict that ZINB model performs equally for detecting

true DE gens for both HS versus PT and HS versus RM. The ROC for HS versus

PT also depicts that as the FPR increases up to 10% the TPR also increases for

both the cases. Finally it is evident from ROC that ZIP performs better than

ZINB for identifying true DE genes.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

One of the main objectives of many biological studies is to study differential

gene expression profiles between samples. Genes are referred to as differentially

expressed (DE) if the read counts change across treatments systematically. Poisson

and Negative Binomial regressions are widely used methods for non-overdispersed

(NOD) and overdispersed (OD) count data respectively. However, in the presence

of excessive number of zeros, these methods do not work well. As no literature is

found on application of zero inflated models in DE expression analysis we propose

zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) and zero-inflated Negative Binomial (ZINB) mixed ef-

fects models to address excessive zero counts in the RNA-Seq data. We apply the

proposed approach to both simulated and real RNA-Seq data set and examine

their performance.

When a single model is applied on the whole gene data usually the fact of

heterogeneity among the genes is ignored. Moreover, no single model is adequate

enough to capture all the underlying features of the data. So it plausible to suggest

to split up gene data based on their underlying characteristics.
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In this study, we apply a four-step integrated approach to detect differentially

expressed genes (DEG) for the data set. In the first step, each gene is tested un-

der the null hypothesis of no overdispersion. This test generate two sets of genes:

overdispersed and non-overdispersed. In the second step, we examine number of

zero counts in each gene and based on the number of zeros we divide overdispersed

data set into two groups with limited number of zeros and with excessive number

of zeros. We consider genes with more than 33.33% zero counts as zero inflated

on empirical basis of our data. We adopt similar approach for non-overdispersed

data set as well. Then all the genes are tested for differential expression. Pois-

son type models are used for testing non-overdispersed genes. For overdispersed

genes set, we apply Negative Binomial models. In particular to address data with

excessive zero counts we apply Zero Inflated Poisson mixed model (ZIP) for non-

overdispersed genes and Zero Inflated Negative Binomial mixed model (ZINB) for

overdispersed genes.

In order to asses performances of zero inflated models we check Heat maps for

DE genes for the real data. Relatively small portions of black color represent that

the misidentification rates of DE genes are relatively small for both ZIP and ZINB

models. ROC curve and AUC derived from the simulated data indicates that both

ZIP and ZINB perform satisfactorily to identify DE genes across species. In case

of ZIP false positive rate (FPR) is less than 5% whereas for ZINB it is fairly large

(greater than 16%). However, Overall performance of ZIP is better than ZINB.

Gilad et al. [1] used Poisson mixed effect model to identify DE genes. They

considered two species as the two treatment conditions in their model. In our

study we considered three species as the three treatment conditions which is rel-
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atively a complex situation for DE analysis. According to current practice, genes

with total read counts less than 5 or 10 are ignored from the analysis. Thus, genes

with excessive zero counts are ignored from the analysis. However, this raise a

potential loss of information on some genes. Our study takes care of those genes.

We eliminate only genes with all zero counts from our analysis.

Genes containing more than 33.33% zero read counts are considered as zero

inflated which is merely empirical for our data. Theoretical basis for this cut point

is not justified. ZIP and ZINB count data simulation and model execution become

quite time intensive due to the consideration of species, sex and individuals as

covariate effects.

To the current date in RNA-seq experiments, none of the methods work uniquely

better under all circumstances. Apart from all the limitations listed above, our

proposed approaches perform better under a mixture of NOD and OD genes with

excessive number of zeros. However, with all the limitations, this approach is an

amenable one that provides a new insight for analyzing RNA-Seq data.

We would like to extend the work by addressing the computational difficulties

in the presence of excessive zeros and by running an extensive simulation study

for all possible combinations of species, sex and species-sex interactions in future.
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Appendix A

R-codes for simulation and real

data analysis

#### R.codes for Modeling Real Data set####

rm(list = ls(all = TRUE))

remove()

library(lme4)

library(DCluster)

library(glmmADMB)

setwd("C:/Users/malam/Dropbox/BSU/698/datafile/")

##reading original data##

mydata<-read.csv("Gilad_Supp_Ordered.csv",header=T)

dim(mydata)

rownames(mydata)=mydata[,1]

mydata=mydata[,-1]

mydata1 = mydata[apply(mydata, 1, sum)>0,] ## delete all row sum to 0##

dim(mydata1)

write.csv(mydata1,file = "mydata1.csv")

## reading data design and defining Factors##

count<-read.csv("Mixed_Gilad_MNB.csv",header=T)

count$Species=factor(count$Species)
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count$Sex=factor(count$Sex)

count$Indiv=factor(count$Indiv)

count$ind.nes=factor(count$ind.nes)

##Ovedispersion test##

count<-read.csv(file.choose(),header=T)

pval=NULL

for(i in 1:nrow(mydata1)){

print(i)

count[,4] <-as.numeric(mydata1[i,])

model=glm(count~.,data=count, family=poisson)

result=DeanB(model, alternative="greater")

pval[i]=result$p.value

}

pval

pval.po= which(pval >0.05)

pval.nb= which(pval <= 0.05)

data.po=mydata1[pval.po,]

data.nb=mydata1[pval.nb,]

write.csv(data.po,file = "data.po.csv")

write.csv(data.nb,file = "data.nb.csv")

## Splitted data based on overdispersion test##

##Poission part data##

data.po<-read.csv("data.po.csv",header=T)

rownames(data.po)=data.po[,1]

data.po= data.po[,-1]

dim(data.po)

##Negative Binomial part data##

data.nb<-read.csv("data.nb.csv",header=T)

rownames(data.nb)=data.nb[,1]

data.nb= data.nb[,-1]

dim(data.nb)

##To see the distribution of zeros##

count.zero.mydata1=apply(mydata1==0,1,sum)

hist(count.zero.mydata1,main="Distribution of Zero counts on Ovearll data",ylab="Frequency",xlab="Number of zeros")
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count.zero.po=apply(data.po==0,1,sum)

hist(count.zero.po, main="Distribution of Zero counts on Poisson data",ylab="Frequency",xlab="Number of zeros")

count.zero.nb=apply(data.nb==0,1,sum)

hist(count.zero.nb,main="Distribution of Zero counts on Negative Binomial data",ylab="Frequency",xlab="Number of zeros")

## Model Fitting##

##Zero inflated poisson dataset and ZIP mixed model run##

data.po.zip=data.po[apply(data.po==0,1,sum)>12,]

write.csv(data.po.zip,file = "data.po.zip.csv")

dim(data.po.zip)

b.est.zip=matrix(nrow=nrow(data.po.zip),ncol=19)

colnames(b.est.zip)= c("AIC","Intercept","Species2","Species3","Sex2",

"Species2:Sex2","Species3:Sex2","SeIntercept","SeSpecies2","SeSpecies3",

"SeSex2","SeSpecies2:Sex2","SeSpecies3:Sex2","P.Intercept","P.Species2",

"P.Species3","P.Sex2","P.Species2:Sex2","P.Species3:Sex2")

for (i in 1:nrow(data.po.zip)){

print(i)

count[,5] <-as.numeric(data.po.zip[i,])

tryCatch(

(modfint <- glmmadmb(count~Species + Sex + Species*Sex + (1|Species/ind.nes),

data=count,zeroInflation=TRUE,family="poisson")),

error = function(x)x)

coeffi<-summary(modfint)

b.est.zip[i,]<-(c(coeffi$aic,coeffi$coefficients[,1],coeffi$coefficients[,2],

coeffi$coefficients[,4]))

}

head(b.est.zip)

write.csv(b.est.zip,file = "b.est.zip.csv")

b.est.zip[1:100,]

##Poisson Mixed model for number of zeros<12()##

data.po.mp=data.po[apply(data.po==0,1,sum)<=12,]

write.csv(data.po.mp,file = "data.po.mp.csv")

dim(data.po.mp)

b.est.mp=matrix(nrow=nrow(data.po.mp),ncol=19)

colnames(b.est.mp)= c("AIC[1]","Intercept","Species2","Species3","Sex2",

"Species2:Sex2","Species3:Sex2","SeIntercept","SeSpecies2","SeSpecies3",
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"SeSex2","SeSpecies2:Sex2","SeSpecies3:Sex2","P.Intercept","P.Species2",

"P.Species3","P.Sex2","P.Species2:Sex2","P.Species3:Sex2")

for (i in 1:nrow(data.po.mp)){

print(i)

count[,5] <-as.numeric(data.po.mp[i,])

tryCatch(

(modfint1 <- glmer(count~Species+Sex+Species*Sex +Species/(1|ind.nes),

data=count, family="poisson")),

error = function(x)x)

coeffi<-summary(modfint1)

b.est.mp[i,]<-(c(coeffi$AIC[1],coeffi$coefficients[,1],coeffi$coefficients[,2],

coeffi$coefficients[,4]))

}

write.csv(b.est.mp,file = "b.est.mp.csv")

head(b.est.mp)

b.est.m[1:100,]

## Negative binomial Mixed model for number of zeros<12##

data.nb.mn=data.nb[apply(data.nb==0,1,sum)<=12,]

write.csv(data.nb.mn,file = "data.nb.mn.csv")

dim(data.nb.mn)

b.est.mn=matrix(nrow=nrow(data.nb.mn),ncol=19)

colnames(b.est.mn)= c("AIC[1]","Intercept","Species2","Species3","Sex2",

"Species2:Sex2","Species3:Sex2","SeIntercept","SeSpecies2","SeSpecies3",

"SeSex2","SeSpecies2:Sex2","SeSpecies3:Sex2","P.Intercept","P.Species2",

"P.Species3","P.Sex2","P.Species2:Sex2","P.Species3:Sex2")

for (i in 11174:nrow(data.nb.mn)){

print(i)

count[,5] <-as.numeric(data.nb.mn[i,])

tryCatch(

(modfint2 <- glmer.nb(count~Species+Sex+Species*Sex +Species/(1|ind.nes),

data=count)),

error = function(x)x)
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coeffi<-summary(modfint2)

b.est.mn[i,]<-(c(coeffi$AIC[1],coeffi$coefficients[,1],coeffi$coefficients[,2],

coeffi$coefficients[,4]))

}

write.csv(b.est.mn,file = "b.est.mn.csv")

head(b.est.mn)

b.est.m[1:100,]

## Model did not run for these genes##

100,199,1682,1774,1903,2681,2716,2751,3830,4343,4576,4761,4961,5660,6192,6510,7688,8096.8149,9105,9301,9457,10754,11032,11074,11101

11122,11135,11142,11169##

##Zero inflated Negative binomial dataset and ZINB mixed model run##

data.nb.zin=data.nb[apply(data.nb==0,1,sum)>12,]

write.csv(data.nb.zin,file = "data.nb.zin.csv")

dim(data.nb.zin)

b.est.zin=matrix(nrow=nrow(data.nb.zin),ncol=19)

colnames(b.est.zin)= c("AIC","Intercept","Species2","Species3","Sex2",

"Species2:Sex2","Species3:Sex2","SeIntercept","SeSpecies2","SeSpecies3",

"SeSex2","SeSpecies2:Sex2","SeSpecies3:Sex2","P.Intercept","P.Species2",

"P.Species3","P.Sex2","P.Species2:Sex2","P.Species3:Sex2")

for (i in 1:nrow(data.nb.zin)){

print(i)

count[,5] <-as.numeric(data.nb.zin[i,])

tryCatch(

(modfint3 <- glmmadmb(count~Species + Sex + Species*Sex + (1|Species/ind.nes),

data=count,zeroInflation=TRUE,family="nbinom")),

error = function(x)x)

coeffi<-summary(modfint3)

b.est.zin[i,]<-(c(coeffi$aic,coeffi$coefficients[,1],coeffi$coefficients[,2],

coeffi$coefficients[,4]))

}

write.csv(b.est.zin,file = "b.est.zin.csv")

b.est.zin[1:100,]
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#3,8,9,11,16,20,28,29,30 (doesn’t work for this data)

##Diffential gene set##

setwd("C:/Users/malam/Dropbox/BSU/698/datafile/")

data.nb.mn<-read.csv("data.nb.mn.csv",header=T)

b.est.mn <- read.csv("b.est.mn.csv",header=T)[,-1]

b.est.mn = data.frame(gene=data.nb.mn[,1],b.est.mn)

data.nb.zin<-read.csv("data.nb.zin.csv",header=T)

b.est.zin <- read.csv("b.est.zin.csv",header=T)[,-1]

b.est.zin = data.frame(gene=data.nb.zin[,1],b.est.zin)

data.po.mp<-read.csv("data.po.mp.csv",header=T)

b.est.mp <- read.csv("b.est.mp.csv",header=T)[,-1]

b.est.mp = data.frame(gene=data.po.mp[,1],b.est.mp)

data.po.zip<-read.csv("data.po.zip.csv",header=T)

b.est.zip <- read.csv("b.est.zip.csv",header=T)[,-1]

b.est.zip = data.frame(gene=data.po.zip[,1],b.est.zip)

de.mn=NULL

de.zin=NULL

de.zip=NULL

de.mp=NULL

for(i in 15:20){

de.mn[i]= list(b.est.mn[which(b.est.mn[,i] < 0.05),][,c(1,i,i-12,i-6)])

de.zin[i]= list(b.est.zin[which(b.est.zin[,i] < 0.05),][,c(1,i,i-12,i-6)])

de.zip[i]= list(b.est.zip[which(b.est.zip[,i] < 0.05),][,c(1,i,i-12,i-6)])

de.mp[i]= list(b.est.mp[which(b.est.mp[,i] < 0.05),][,c(1,i,i-12,i-6)])

}

##Negative Binomial mixed part DE set##

write.csv(de.mn[[16]],file = "de.mn.sp2.csv")

write.csv(de.mn[[17]],file = "de.mn.sp3.csv")

write.csv(de.mn[[18]],file = "de.mn.s2.csv")

write.csv(de.mn[[19]],file = "de.mn.sp2s2.csv")

write.csv(de.mn[[20]],file = "de.mn.sp3s2.csv")

##Zero Inflated Negative Binomial mixed part DE set##

write.csv(de.zin[[16]],file = "de.zin.sp2.csv")
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write.csv(de.zin[[17]],file = "de.zin.sp3.csv")

write.csv(de.zin[[18]],file = "de.zin.s2.csv")

write.csv(de.zin[[19]],file = "de.zin.sp2s2.csv")

write.csv(de.zin[[20]],file = "de.zin.sp3s2.csv")

##Poisson mixed part DE set##

write.csv(de.mp[[16]],file = "de.mp.sp2.csv")

write.csv(de.mp[[17]],file = "de.mp.sp3.csv")

write.csv(de.mp[[18]],file = "de.mp.s2.csv")

write.csv(de.mp[[19]],file = "de.mp.sp2s2.csv")

write.csv(de.mp[[20]],file = "de.mp.sp3s2.csv")

##Zero Inflated Poisson mixed part DE set##

write.csv(de.zip[[16]],file = "de.zip.sp2.csv")

write.csv(de.zip[[17]],file = "de.zip.sp3.csv")

write.csv(de.zip[[18]],file = "de.zip.s2.csv")

write.csv(de.zip[[19]],file = "de.zip.sp2s2.csv")

write.csv(de.zip[[20]],file = "de.zip.sp3s2.csv")

de.16.all=rbind(de.mp[[16]],de.mn[[16]],de.zin[[16]],de.zip[[16]])

de.17.all=rbind(de.mp[[17]],de.mn[[17]],de.zin[[17]],de.zip[[17]])

de.18.all=rbind(de.mp[[18]],de.mn[[18]],de.zin[[18]],de.zip[[18]])

de.19.all=rbind(de.mp[[19]],de.mn[[19]],de.zin[[19]],de.zip[[19]])

de.20.all=rbind(de.mp[[20]],de.mn[[20]],de.zin[[20]],de.zip[[20]])

write.csv((de.16.all),file = "de.all.HVP.csv")

write.csv((de.17.all),file = "de.all.HVR.csv")

write.csv((de.18.all),file = "de.all.MVF.csv")

write.csv((de.19.all),file = "de.all.HMVPF.csv")

write.csv((de.20.all),file = "de.all.HMVRF.csv")

########Vendiagram#######

#Venndiagram for DE (HS vs PT) and (HS vs RM) for MNB####

library(VennDiagram)

venn.mn= venn.diagram(list(de.mn[[16]][,1],de.mn[[17]][,1]),lwd=2,cex=1.2

,cat.cex=c(1,1),cat.dist=c(-0.05,-0.05),

NULL, fill=c("deeppink","Green"),col=c("blue","gold"), category.names=c("HS vs PT","HS vs RM"),main="DEG HS vs PT and HS vs RM by NB Mixed Model")

grid.draw(venn.mn)
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#########Venndiagram for DE (HS vs PT) and (HS vs RE) for MNB####

library(VennDiagram)

venn.mn= venn.diagram(list(de.mn[[19]][,1],de.mn[[20]][,1]),lwd=2,cex=1.2

,cat.cex=c(1,1),cat.dist=c(-0.05,-0.05),

NULL, fill=c("orange","deeppink"),col=c("blue","green"), category.names=c("HS_M vs PT_F","HS_M vs RM_F"),main="DEG HS Male vs PT Female and HS Male vs RM Female by NB Mixed Model")

grid.draw(venn.mn)

## Venn Diagram for mixed Poisson ##

##Venndiagram for DE (HS vs PT) and (HS vs RM) for Poisson Mixed model##

library(VennDiagram)

venn.mp= venn.diagram(list(de.mp[[16]][,1],de.mp[[17]][,1]),lwd=2,cex=1.2

,cat.cex=c(1,1),cat.dist=c(-0.05,-0.05),

NULL, fill=c("deeppink","Green"),col=c("blue","gold"), category.names=c("HS vs PT","Hs vs RM"),main="DEG HS vs PT and HS vs RM by Poisson Mixed Model")

grid.draw(venn.mp)

##Venndiagram for DE (HSM vs PTF) and (HSM vs RMF) for MP##

library(VennDiagram)

venn.mp= venn.diagram(list(de.mp[[19]][,1],de.mp[[20]][,1]),lwd=2,cex=1.2

,cat.cex=c(1,1),cat.dist=c(-0.05,-0.05),

NULL, fill=c("orange","deeppink"),col=c("blue","green"), category.names=c("HS_M vs PT_F","HS_M vs RM_F"),main="DEG HS Male vs PT Female and HS Male vs RM Female by Mixed Poisson Model")

grid.draw(venn.mp)

##For ZIP Poisson##

##Venndiagram for DE (HS vs PT) and (HS vs RM) for ZIP Mixed Model##

library(VennDiagram)

venn.mzip= venn.diagram(list(de.zip[[16]][,1],de.zip[[17]][,1]),lwd=2,cex=1.2

,cat.cex=c(1,1),cat.dist=c(-0.05,-0.05),

NULL, fill=c("deeppink","Green"),col=c("blue","gold"), category.names=c("HS vs PT","HS vs RM"),main="DEG HS vs PT and HS vs RM by ZIP Mixed Model")

grid.draw(venn.mzip)

##Venndiagram for DE (HSM vs PTF) and (HSM vs RMF) for zip mixed model##

library(VennDiagram)

venn.mzip= venn.diagram(list(de.zip[[19]][,1],de.zip[[20]][,1]),lwd=2,cex=1.2

,cat.cex=c(1,1),cat.dist=c(-0.05,-0.05),

NULL, fill=c("orange","deeppink"),col=c("blue","green"), category.names=c("HS_M vs PT_F","HS_M vs RM_F"),main="DEG HS Male vs PT Female and HS Male vs RM Female by ZIP Mixed Model")

grid.draw(venn.mzip)

##For ZINB Mixed model##

##Venndiagram for DE (HS vs PT) and (HS vs RM) for ZINB mixed model##

library(VennDiagram)

venn.mzin= venn.diagram(list(de.zin[[16]][,1],de.zin[[17]][,1]),lwd=2,cex=1.2

,cat.cex=c(1,1),cat.dist=c(-0.05,-0.05),
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NULL, fill=c("deeppink","Green"),col=c("blue","gold"), category.names=c("HS vs PT","HS vs RM"),main="DEG HS vs PT and HS vs RM by ZINB Mixed Model")

grid.draw(venn.mzin)

##Venndiagram for DE (HSM vs PTF) and (HSM vs RMF) for ZINB##

library(VennDiagram)

venn.mzin= venn.diagram(list(de.zin[[19]][,1],de.zin[[20]][,1]),lwd=2,cex=1.2

,cat.cex=c(1,1),cat.dist=c(-0.05,-0.05),

NULL, fill=c("orange","deeppink"),col=c("blue","green"), category.names=c("HS_M vs PT_F","HS_M vs RM_F"),main="DEG HS Male vs PT Female and HS Male vs RM Female by ZINB Mixed Model")

grid.draw(venn.mzin)

##Venndiagram for DE (HS vs PT) and (HS vs RM) for Aggregate##

library(VennDiagram)

venn.all= venn.diagram(list(de.16.all[,1],de.17.all[,1]),lwd=2,cex=1.2

,cat.cex=c(1,1),cat.dist=c(-0.05,-0.05),

NULL, fill=c("deeppink","Green"),col=c("blue","gold"), category.names=c("HS vs PT","HS vs RM"),main="DEG HS vs PT and HS vs RM overall")

grid.draw(venn.all)

##Venndiagram for DE (HSM vs PTF) and (HSM vs RMF) for ALL##

library(VennDiagram)

venn.all= venn.diagram(list(de.19.all[,1],de.20.all[,1]),lwd=2,cex=1.2

,cat.cex=c(1,1),cat.dist=c(-0.05,-0.05),

NULL, fill=c("orange","deeppink"),col=c("blue","green"), category.names=c("HS_M vs PT_F","HS_M vs RM_F"),main="DEG HS Male vs PT Female and HS Male vs RM Female Overall")

grid.draw(venn.all)

## Heat Map###

library(gplots)

library(RColorBrewer)

## Common gene for ZIP HS V PT and HS V RM & Heat map ##

y.zip=de.zip[[16]][,1][which(de.zip[[16]][,1] %in% de.zip[[17]][,1])]

y.zip

library(gplots)

library(RColorBrewer)

samples=c("PT/HS","RM/HS")

expr=mydata1[as.vector(y.zip),]

write.csv((expr),file = "sig.zip.csv")

expression= expr+1

ratio.pt= log2(apply(expression[,13:24],1,mean)/apply(expression[,1:12],1,mean))

ratio.rm= log2(apply(expression[,25:36],1,mean)/apply(expression[,1:12],1,mean))
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express= data.frame(ratio.pt,ratio.rm)

clustermatrix=data.matrix(express)

clustermatrix[clustermatrix>1]=1

clustermatrix[clustermatrix< -1]= -1

filename = paste("heatmap.sig.genes.zip.jpeg",sep="")

jpeg(file=filename,width=500,height=800)

colcols = c("black",brewer.pal(length(unique(samples))+1,"Spectral"))

heatmap.2(clustermatrix,margin=c(10,10),scale="none",

col=greenred(40),dendrogram="row",cexRow=1.2,

Colv=FALSE,

labRow=seq(1:nrow(expression)),

ColSideColors=colcols[factor(samples)],

key=TRUE,keysize=1,trace="none")

legend("topright",fill=colcols,legend=levels(factor(samples)))

dev.off()

## Common gene for ZINB HS V PT and HS V RM & Heat map ##

y.zin=de.zin[[16]][,1][which(de.zin[[16]][,1] %in% de.zin[[17]][,1])]

y.zin

library(gplots)

library(RColorBrewer)

samples=c("PT/HS","RM/HS")

expr=mydata1[as.vector(y.zin),]

write.csv((expr),file = "sig.zin.csv")

expression= expr+1

ratio.pt= log2(apply(expression[,13:24],1,mean)/apply(expression[,1:12],1,mean))

ratio.rm= log2(apply(expression[,25:36],1,mean)/apply(expression[,1:12],1,mean))

express= data.frame(ratio.pt,ratio.rm)

clustermatrix=data.matrix(express)

clustermatrix[clustermatrix>1]=1

clustermatrix[clustermatrix< -1]= -1

filename = paste("heatmap.sig.genes.zin.jpeg",sep="")

jpeg(file=filename,width=500,height=800)

colcols = c("black",brewer.pal(length(unique(samples))+1,"Spectral"))
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heatmap.2(clustermatrix,margin=c(10,10),scale="none",

col=greenred(40),dendrogram="row",cexRow=1.2,

Colv=FALSE,

labRow=seq(1:nrow(expression)),

ColSideColors=colcols[factor(samples)],

key=TRUE,keysize=1,trace="none")

legend("topright",fill=colcols,legend=levels(factor(samples)))

dev.off()

{\textbf{R code for Simulation data}}

## Simulation ZIP mixed model part##

rm(list = ls(all = TRUE))

remove()

library(lme4)

library(DCluster)

library(glmmADMB)

library("gamlss.dist")

library(gamlss)

library(ROCR)

setwd("C:/Users/malam/Dropbox/BSU/698/datafile/")

sig.zip=read.csv("sig.zip.csv",header=T)

rownames(sig.zip) = sig.zip[,1]

sig.zip=sig.zip[,-1]

sigma.gt= function(x){

a=var(x)-mean(x)

b=(mean(x))^2+var(x)-mean(x)

sigmas.gt=a/b

if(sigmas.gt<0 | !is.finite(sigmas.gt)){

sigmas.gt <- 0

}

return(sigmas.gt)

}

mean.gt=function(x){

b=(mean(x))^2+var(x)-mean(x)

means.gt=b/mean(x)
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if(means.gt<0 | !is.finite(means.gt)){

means.gt=mean(x)

}

return(means.gt)

}

for (i in 1:nrow(sig.zip)){

print(i)

zeros.hs[i]=(apply(sig.zip[i,1:12]==0,1,sum)/12)+0.00001

mean.hs[i]=mean(as.numeric(sig.zip[i,1:12]))+0.0001

}

for (j in 1:nrow(sig.zip)){

print(j)

zeros.pt[j]=(apply(sig.zip[i,13:24]==0,1,sum)/12)+0.00001

mean.pt[j]=mean(as.numeric(sig.zip[i,13:24]))+0.0001

}

for (k in 1:nrow(sig.zip)){

print(k)

zeros.rm[k]=(apply(sig.zip[i,25:36]==0,1,sum)/12)+0.00001

mean.rm[k]=mean(as.numeric(sig.zip[i,25:36]))+0.0001

}

##

rep=10

sim=50

fc=4

ncol.nde=36

dat <- array(NA,dim=c(nrow(sig.zip)*rep*2,ncol.nde,sim))

for (s in 1:sim) {

zeros.hs=NULL

zeros.pt=NULL

zeros.rm=NULL

mean.hs=NULL

mean.pt=NULL

mean.rm=NULL

for (i in 1:nrow(sig.zip)){

print(i)

zeros.hs[i]=sigma.gt(as.numeric(sig.zip[i,1:12]))+0.00001

mean.hs[i]=mean.gt(as.numeric(sig.zip[i,1:12]))+0.00001

}

for (j in 1:nrow(sig.zip)){

print(j)
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zeros.pt[j]=sigma.gt(as.numeric(sig.zip[j,13:24]))+0.00001

mean.pt[j]=mean.gt(as.numeric(sig.zip[j,13:24]))+0.0001

}

for (k in 1:nrow(sig.zip)){

print(k)

zeros.rm[k]=sigma.gt(as.numeric(sig.zip[k,25:36]))+0.00001

mean.rm[k]=mean.gt(as.numeric(sig.zip[k,25:36]))+0.0001

}

sigma.hs=mean(zeros.hs)

sigma.pt=mean(zeros.pt)

sigma.rm=mean(zeros.rm)

## general function for count matrix ##

zip.sim = function (nrow,ncol,mu,sigma) {

count=matrix(nrow=nrow,ncol=ncol)

for(i in 1: nrow){

count[i,]=rZIP(ncol, mu = mu[i], sigma = sigma)}

return(count)

}

##DE counts for the three groups ##

hs.counts=NULL

for(j in 1:10){

hs.counts=rbind(hs.counts,zip.sim(nrow=nrow(sig.zip),ncol=12,

mu=mean.hs, sigma=sigma.hs))

print(hs.counts)

}

pt.counts=NULL

for(j in 1:10){

pt.counts=rbind(pt.counts,zip.sim(nrow=nrow(sig.zip),ncol=12,

mu=mean.pt, sigma=sigma.pt))

print(pt.counts)

}

rm.counts=NULL

for(j in 1:10){

rm.counts=rbind(rm.counts,zip.sim(nrow=nrow(sig.zip),ncol=12,

mu=mean.rm, sigma=sigma.rm))

print(rm.counts)

}
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de.matrix= cbind(hs.counts,pt.counts,rm.counts)

## Non DE counts ##

nde.matrix=NULL

for(j in 1:10){

nde.matrix=rbind(nde.matrix,zip.sim(nrow=nrow(sig.zip),ncol=36,

mu=apply(cbind(mean.hs,mean.pt,mean.rm),1,mean),

sigma= apply(cbind(sigma.hs,sigma.pt,sigma.rm),1,mean)))

#print(Non DE.matrix)

}

####### final matrix ########

matrix= rbind(de.matrix, nde.matrix)

dat[,,s]=matrix

}

dat[1:490,1:12,1:sim]=fc*dat[1:490,1:12,1:sim]

data= dat[,,1:sim]

gene= seq(1,nrow(data[,,1]),1)

de=gene[1:(nrow(data[,,1])/2)]

nde=gene[((nrow(data[,,1])/2)+1):nrow(data[,,1])]

de_p= rep(1,nrow(data[,,1]))

de_p[1:nrow(data[,,1])/2]=fc

de_pos=de_p>1

nde_pos=de_p==1

sim.res=NULL

res.sp2.fpr=res.sp2.tpr=res.sp3.fpr=res.sp3.tpr=res.sx.fpr=res.sx.tpr=NULL

Sensitivity.sp3=FPR.sp3=Sensitivity.sp2=FPR.sp2=Sensitivity.sx=FPR.sx=NULL

for (i in 1:sim){

######## Model fit #############

ncol.hs=ncol.pt=ncol.rm=12

Species= as.factor(c(rep(1,ncol.hs),rep(2,ncol.pt),
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rep(3,ncol.rm)))

Sex= as.factor(c(rep(1,ncol.hs/2),rep(2,ncol.hs/2),rep(1,ncol.pt/2),

rep(2,ncol.pt/2),rep(1,ncol.rm/2),rep(2,ncol.rm/2)))

Ind= as.factor(rep(seq(1:((ncol.hs+ncol.pt+ncol.rm)/2)), each=2))

count= data.frame(Species, Sex, Ind, count=rep(NA, ncol(data[,,i])))

res=matrix(nrow=nrow(data[,,i]),ncol=3)

colnames(res)= c("P.Species2","P.Species3","P.Sex2")

for (t in 1:nrow(data[,,i])){

print(t)

count[,4] <-as.numeric(data[t,,i])

tryCatch(

(modfint <- glmmadmb(count~Species + Sex + (1|Species/Ind),data=count,

zeroInflation=TRUE,family="poisson")),

error = function(x)x)

coeffi<-summary(modfint)

res[t,]<-coeffi$coefficients[-1,4] #3 columns

}

de.sp2= sum(res[,1]<0.05)

rank.sp2=rank(res[,1])

sp2_DEGy=rank.sp2 <= de.sp2

sp2_DEGn= rank.sp2 > de.sp2

TP.sp2= sum(sp2_DEGy*de_pos)

FN.sp2= sum(de_pos)-TP.sp2

FP.sp2= sum(sp2_DEGy)-TP.sp2

TN.sp2= sum(sp2_DEGn)- FN.sp2

Sensitivity.sp2= TP.sp2/(TP.sp2+FN.sp2)

specificity.sp2 <- TN.sp2/(FP.sp2+TN.sp2)

FPR.sp2=1-specificity.sp2

de.sp3= sum(res[,2]<0.05)

rank.sp3=rank(res[,2])

sp3_DEGy=rank.sp3 <= de.sp3

sp3_DEGn= rank.sp3 > de.sp3

TP.sp3= sum(sp3_DEGy*de_pos)

FN.sp3= sum(de_pos)-TP.sp3

FP.sp3= sum(sp3_DEGy)-TP.sp3

TN.sp3= sum(sp3_DEGn)- FN.sp3

Sensitivity.sp3= TP.sp3/(TP.sp3+FN.sp3)

specificity.sp3 <- TN.sp3/(FP.sp3+TN.sp3)
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FPR.sp3=1-specificity.sp3

de.sx= sum(res[,3]<0.05)

rank.sx=rank(res[,3])

sx_DEGy=rank.sx <= de.sx

sx_DEGn= rank.sx > de.sx

TP.sx= sum(sx_DEGy*de_pos)

FN.sx= sum(de_pos)-TP.sx

FP.sx= sum(sx_DEGy)-TP.sx

TN.sx= sum(sx_DEGn)- FN.sx

Sensitivity.sx= TP.sx/(TP.sx+FN.sx)

specificity.sx <- TN.sx/(FP.sx+TN.sx)

FPR.sx=1-specificity.sx

## Roc curves ##

truth=de_pos*1

truth=as.matrix(truth,nrow=length(de_pos))

sp2.mat=as.matrix(-rank(res[,1]),nrow=length(de_pos))

pred.sp2= prediction(sp2.mat, truth)

perf.sp2= performance(pred.sp2,"tpr","fpr")

perf.sp2.fpr= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sp2,"tpr","fpr"),"x.values"))

perf.sp2.tpr= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sp2,"tpr","fpr"),"y.values"))

auc.sp2= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sp2,"auc"), "y.values"))

sp3.mat=as.matrix(-rank(res[,2]),nrow=length(de_pos))

pred.sp3= prediction(sp3.mat, truth)

perf.sp3= performance(pred.sp3,"tpr","fpr")

perf.sp3.fpr= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sp3,"tpr","fpr"),"x.values"))

perf.sp3.tpr= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sp3,"tpr","fpr"),"y.values"))

auc.sp3= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sp3,"auc"), "y.values"))

sx.mat=as.matrix(-rank(res[,3]),nrow=length(de_pos))

pred.sx= prediction(sx.mat, truth)

perf.sx= performance(pred.sx,"tpr","fpr")

perf.sx.fpr= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sx,"tpr","fpr"),"x.values"))

perf.sx.tpr= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sx,"tpr","fpr"),"y.values"))

auc.sx= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sx,"auc"), "y.values"))

tmp=cbind(auc.sp2,auc.sp3,auc.sx,Sensitivity.sp2,FPR.sp2,

Sensitivity.sp3,FPR.sp3,Sensitivity.sx,FPR.sx)
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sim.res <- rbind(sim.res, tmp)

res.sp2.fpr= cbind(res.sp2.fpr, ts(perf.sp2.fpr))

res.sp2.tpr= cbind(res.sp2.tpr, ts(perf.sp2.tpr))

res.sp3.fpr= cbind(res.sp3.fpr, ts(perf.sp3.fpr))

res.sp3.tpr= cbind(res.sp3.tpr, ts(perf.sp3.tpr))

res.sx.fpr= cbind(res.sx.fpr, ts(perf.sx.fpr))

res.sx.tpr= cbind(res.sx.tpr, ts(perf.sx.tpr))

}

result.sp2.fpr=as.data.frame(res.sp2.fpr)

result.sp2.tpr=as.data.frame(res.sp2.tpr)

result.sp3.fpr=as.data.frame(res.sp3.fpr)

result.sp3.tpr=as.data.frame(res.sp3.tpr)

result.sx.fpr=as.data.frame(res.sx.fpr)

result.sx.tpr=as.data.frame(res.sx.tpr)

write.csv(sim.res, file="sensitivity.zip.csv")

write.csv(result.sp2.fpr, file="sp2.fpr.zip.csv")

write.csv(result.sp2.tpr, file="sp2.tpr.zip.csv")

write.csv(result.sp3.fpr, file="sp3.fpr.zip.csv")

write.csv(result.sp3.tpr, file="sp3.tpr.zip.csv")

write.csv(result.sx.fpr, file="sx.fpr.zip.csv")

write.csv(result.sx.tpr, file="sx.tpr.zip.csv")

## Recall the saved simulation results ##

sim.res=apply((as.data.frame(read.csv("sensitivity.zip.csv"))[,-1]),2,mean)

sp2.fpr=as.data.frame(read.csv("sp2.fpr.zip.csv"))[,-1]

sp2.tpr=as.data.frame(read.csv("sp2.tpr.zip.csv"))[,-1]

sp3.fpr=as.data.frame(read.csv("sp3.fpr.zip.csv"))[,-1]

sp3.tpr=as.data.frame(read.csv("sp3.tpr.zip.csv"))[,-1]

sx.fpr=as.data.frame(read.csv("sx.fpr.zip.csv"))[,-1]

sx.tpr=as.data.frame(read.csv("sx.tpr.zip.csv"))[,-1]

mean.sp2.fpr=apply(sp2.fpr,1,mean,na.rm=TRUE)

mean.sp2.tpr=apply(sp2.tpr,1,mean,na.rm=TRUE)

mean.sp3.fpr=apply(sp3.fpr,1,mean,na.rm=TRUE)

mean.sp3.tpr=apply(sp3.tpr,1,mean,na.rm=TRUE)

mean.sx.fpr=apply(sx.fpr,1,mean,na.rm=TRUE)

mean.sx.tpr=apply(sx.tpr,1,mean,na.rm=TRUE)
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## plot ROC curves ##

jpeg(filename="sp2.zip.jpeg",units = "px", res=150)

plot(1,xlab="FPR",

ylab="TPR",xlim=c(0.0, 0.1),ylim=c(0.0,0.8),cex.lab=1.25)

mtext("Species 2 zip")

lines(mean.sp2.fpr,mean.sp2.tpr,lty=2,lwd=2.5)

dev.off()

jpeg(filename="sp3.zip.jpeg",units = "px", res=150)

plot(1,xlab="FPR",

ylab="TPR",xlim=c(0.0, 0.1),ylim=c(0.0,0.8),cex.lab=1.25)

mtext("Species 3 zip")

lines(mean.sp3.fpr,mean.sp3.tpr,lty=2,lwd=2.5)

dev.off()

rm(list = ls(all = TRUE))

remove()

library(lme4)

library(DCluster)

library(glmmADMB)

library("gamlss.dist")

library(gamlss)

library(ROCR)

setwd("C:/Users/malam/Dropbox/BSU/698/datafile/")

sig.zip=read.csv("sig.zip.csv",header=T)

rownames(sig.zip) = sig.zip[,1]

sig.zip=sig.zip[,-1]

sigma.gt= function(x){

a=var(x)-mean(x)

b=(mean(x))^2+var(x)-mean(x)

sigmas.gt=a/b

if(sigmas.gt<0 | !is.finite(sigmas.gt)){

sigmas.gt <- 0

}

return(sigmas.gt)

}

mean.gt=function(x){
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b=(mean(x))^2+var(x)-mean(x)

means.gt=b/mean(x)

if(means.gt<0 | !is.finite(means.gt)){

means.gt=mean(x)

}

return(means.gt)

}

##########

for (i in 1:nrow(sig.zip)){

print(i)

zeros.hs[i]=(apply(sig.zip[i,1:12]==0,1,sum)/12)+0.00001

mean.hs[i]=mean(as.numeric(sig.zip[i,1:12]))+0.0001

}

for (j in 1:nrow(sig.zip)){

print(j)

zeros.pt[j]=(apply(sig.zip[i,13:24]==0,1,sum)/12)+0.00001

mean.pt[j]=mean(as.numeric(sig.zip[i,13:24]))+0.0001

}

for (k in 1:nrow(sig.zip)){

print(k)

zeros.rm[k]=(apply(sig.zip[i,25:36]==0,1,sum)/12)+0.00001

mean.rm[k]=mean(as.numeric(sig.zip[i,25:36]))+0.0001

}

###############

rep=10

sim=50

fc=4

ncol.nde=36

dat <- array(NA,dim=c(nrow(sig.zip)*rep*2,ncol.nde,sim))

for (s in 1:sim) {

zeros.hs=NULL

zeros.pt=NULL

zeros.rm=NULL

mean.hs=NULL

mean.pt=NULL

mean.rm=NULL

for (i in 1:nrow(sig.zip)){

print(i)

zeros.hs[i]=sigma.gt(as.numeric(sig.zip[i,1:12]))+0.00001
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mean.hs[i]=mean.gt(as.numeric(sig.zip[i,1:12]))+0.00001

}

for (j in 1:nrow(sig.zip)){

print(j)

zeros.pt[j]=sigma.gt(as.numeric(sig.zip[j,13:24]))+0.00001

mean.pt[j]=mean.gt(as.numeric(sig.zip[j,13:24]))+0.0001

}

for (k in 1:nrow(sig.zip)){

print(k)

zeros.rm[k]=sigma.gt(as.numeric(sig.zip[k,25:36]))+0.00001

mean.rm[k]=mean.gt(as.numeric(sig.zip[k,25:36]))+0.0001

}

sigma.hs=mean(zeros.hs)

sigma.pt=mean(zeros.pt)

sigma.rm=mean(zeros.rm)

###### general function for count matrix #######

zip.sim = function (nrow,ncol,mu,sigma) {

count=matrix(nrow=nrow,ncol=ncol)

for(i in 1: nrow){

count[i,]=rZIP(ncol, mu = mu[i], sigma = sigma)}

return(count)

}

###### de counts for the three groups #####

hs.counts=NULL

for(j in 1:10){

hs.counts=rbind(hs.counts,zip.sim(nrow=nrow(sig.zip),ncol=12,

mu=mean.hs, sigma=sigma.hs))

print(hs.counts)

}

pt.counts=NULL

for(j in 1:10){

pt.counts=rbind(pt.counts,zip.sim(nrow=nrow(sig.zip),ncol=12,

mu=mean.pt, sigma=sigma.pt))

print(pt.counts)

}

rm.counts=NULL

for(j in 1:10){

rm.counts=rbind(rm.counts,zip.sim(nrow=nrow(sig.zip),ncol=12,
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mu=mean.rm, sigma=sigma.rm))

print(rm.counts)

}

de.matrix= cbind(hs.counts,pt.counts,rm.counts)

###### Non DE counts ########

nde.matrix=NULL

for(j in 1:10){

nde.matrix=rbind(nde.matrix,zip.sim(nrow=nrow(sig.zip),ncol=36,

mu=apply(cbind(mean.hs,mean.pt,mean.rm),1,mean),

sigma= apply(cbind(sigma.hs,sigma.pt,sigma.rm),1,mean)))

#print(nde.matrix)

}

####### final matrix ########

matrix= rbind(de.matrix, nde.matrix)

dat[,,s]=matrix

}

dat[1:490,1:12,1:sim]=fc*dat[1:490,1:12,1:sim]

data= dat[,,1:sim]

gene= seq(1,nrow(data[,,1]),1)

de=gene[1:(nrow(data[,,1])/2)]

nde=gene[((nrow(data[,,1])/2)+1):nrow(data[,,1])]

de_p= rep(1,nrow(data[,,1]))

de_p[1:nrow(data[,,1])/2]=fc

de_pos=de_p>1

nde_pos=de_p==1

sim.res=NULL

res.sp2.fpr=res.sp2.tpr=res.sp3.fpr=res.sp3.tpr=res.sx.fpr=res.sx.tpr=NULL

Sensitivity.sp3=FPR.sp3=Sensitivity.sp2=FPR.sp2=Sensitivity.sx=FPR.sx=NULL

for (i in 1:sim){

######## Model fit #############
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ncol.hs=ncol.pt=ncol.rm=12

Species= as.factor(c(rep(1,ncol.hs),rep(2,ncol.pt),

rep(3,ncol.rm)))

Sex= as.factor(c(rep(1,ncol.hs/2),rep(2,ncol.hs/2),rep(1,ncol.pt/2),

rep(2,ncol.pt/2),rep(1,ncol.rm/2),rep(2,ncol.rm/2)))

Ind= as.factor(rep(seq(1:((ncol.hs+ncol.pt+ncol.rm)/2)), each=2))

count= data.frame(Species, Sex, Ind, count=rep(NA, ncol(data[,,i])))

res=matrix(nrow=nrow(data[,,i]),ncol=3)

colnames(res)= c("P.Species2","P.Species3","P.Sex2")

for (t in 1:nrow(data[,,i])){

print(t)

count[,4] <-as.numeric(data[t,,i])

tryCatch(

(modfint <- glmmadmb(count~Species + Sex + (1|Species/Ind),data=count,

zeroInflation=TRUE,family="poisson")),

error = function(x)x)

coeffi<-summary(modfint)

res[t,]<-coeffi$coefficients[-1,4] #3 columns

}

de.sp2= sum(res[,1]<0.05)

rank.sp2=rank(res[,1])

sp2_DEGy=rank.sp2 <= de.sp2

sp2_DEGn= rank.sp2 > de.sp2

TP.sp2= sum(sp2_DEGy*de_pos)

FN.sp2= sum(de_pos)-TP.sp2

FP.sp2= sum(sp2_DEGy)-TP.sp2

TN.sp2= sum(sp2_DEGn)- FN.sp2

Sensitivity.sp2= TP.sp2/(TP.sp2+FN.sp2)

specificity.sp2 <- TN.sp2/(FP.sp2+TN.sp2)

FPR.sp2=1-specificity.sp2

de.sp3= sum(res[,2]<0.05)

rank.sp3=rank(res[,2])

sp3_DEGy=rank.sp3 <= de.sp3

sp3_DEGn= rank.sp3 > de.sp3

TP.sp3= sum(sp3_DEGy*de_pos)

FN.sp3= sum(de_pos)-TP.sp3

FP.sp3= sum(sp3_DEGy)-TP.sp3
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TN.sp3= sum(sp3_DEGn)- FN.sp3

Sensitivity.sp3= TP.sp3/(TP.sp3+FN.sp3)

specificity.sp3 <- TN.sp3/(FP.sp3+TN.sp3)

FPR.sp3=1-specificity.sp3

de.sx= sum(res[,3]<0.05)

rank.sx=rank(res[,3])

sx_DEGy=rank.sx <= de.sx

sx_DEGn= rank.sx > de.sx

TP.sx= sum(sx_DEGy*de_pos)

FN.sx= sum(de_pos)-TP.sx

FP.sx= sum(sx_DEGy)-TP.sx

TN.sx= sum(sx_DEGn)- FN.sx

Sensitivity.sx= TP.sx/(TP.sx+FN.sx)

specificity.sx <- TN.sx/(FP.sx+TN.sx)

FPR.sx=1-specificity.sx

###### Roc curves ###########

truth=de_pos*1

truth=as.matrix(truth,nrow=length(de_pos))

sp2.mat=as.matrix(-rank(res[,1]),nrow=length(de_pos))

pred.sp2= prediction(sp2.mat, truth)

perf.sp2= performance(pred.sp2,"tpr","fpr")

perf.sp2.fpr= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sp2,"tpr","fpr"),"x.values"))

perf.sp2.tpr= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sp2,"tpr","fpr"),"y.values"))

auc.sp2= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sp2,"auc"), "y.values"))

sp3.mat=as.matrix(-rank(res[,2]),nrow=length(de_pos))

pred.sp3= prediction(sp3.mat, truth)

perf.sp3= performance(pred.sp3,"tpr","fpr")

perf.sp3.fpr= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sp3,"tpr","fpr"),"x.values"))

perf.sp3.tpr= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sp3,"tpr","fpr"),"y.values"))

auc.sp3= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sp3,"auc"), "y.values"))

sx.mat=as.matrix(-rank(res[,3]),nrow=length(de_pos))

pred.sx= prediction(sx.mat, truth)

perf.sx= performance(pred.sx,"tpr","fpr")

perf.sx.fpr= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sx,"tpr","fpr"),"x.values"))

perf.sx.tpr= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sx,"tpr","fpr"),"y.values"))

auc.sx= unlist(slot(performance(pred.sx,"auc"), "y.values"))
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tmp=cbind(auc.sp2,auc.sp3,auc.sx,Sensitivity.sp2,FPR.sp2,

Sensitivity.sp3,FPR.sp3,Sensitivity.sx,FPR.sx)

sim.res <- rbind(sim.res, tmp)

res.sp2.fpr= cbind(res.sp2.fpr, ts(perf.sp2.fpr))

res.sp2.tpr= cbind(res.sp2.tpr, ts(perf.sp2.tpr))

res.sp3.fpr= cbind(res.sp3.fpr, ts(perf.sp3.fpr))

res.sp3.tpr= cbind(res.sp3.tpr, ts(perf.sp3.tpr))

res.sx.fpr= cbind(res.sx.fpr, ts(perf.sx.fpr))

res.sx.tpr= cbind(res.sx.tpr, ts(perf.sx.tpr))

}

result.sp2.fpr=as.data.frame(res.sp2.fpr)

result.sp2.tpr=as.data.frame(res.sp2.tpr)

result.sp3.fpr=as.data.frame(res.sp3.fpr)

result.sp3.tpr=as.data.frame(res.sp3.tpr)

result.sx.fpr=as.data.frame(res.sx.fpr)

result.sx.tpr=as.data.frame(res.sx.tpr)

write.csv(sim.res, file="sensitivity.zip.csv")

write.csv(result.sp2.fpr, file="sp2.fpr.zip.csv")

write.csv(result.sp2.tpr, file="sp2.tpr.zip.csv")

write.csv(result.sp3.fpr, file="sp3.fpr.zip.csv")

write.csv(result.sp3.tpr, file="sp3.tpr.zip.csv")

write.csv(result.sx.fpr, file="sx.fpr.zip.csv")

write.csv(result.sx.tpr, file="sx.tpr.zip.csv")

##Recall the saved simulation results ##

sim.res=apply((as.data.frame(read.csv("sensitivity.zip.csv"))[,-1]),2,mean)

sp2.fpr=as.data.frame(read.csv("sp2.fpr.zip.csv"))[,-1]

sp2.tpr=as.data.frame(read.csv("sp2.tpr.zip.csv"))[,-1]

sp3.fpr=as.data.frame(read.csv("sp3.fpr.zip.csv"))[,-1]

sp3.tpr=as.data.frame(read.csv("sp3.tpr.zip.csv"))[,-1]

sx.fpr=as.data.frame(read.csv("sx.fpr.zip.csv"))[,-1]

sx.tpr=as.data.frame(read.csv("sx.tpr.zip.csv"))[,-1]

mean.sp2.fpr=apply(sp2.fpr,1,mean,na.rm=TRUE)

mean.sp2.tpr=apply(sp2.tpr,1,mean,na.rm=TRUE)

mean.sp3.fpr=apply(sp3.fpr,1,mean,na.rm=TRUE)
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mean.sp3.tpr=apply(sp3.tpr,1,mean,na.rm=TRUE)

mean.sx.fpr=apply(sx.fpr,1,mean,na.rm=TRUE)

mean.sx.tpr=apply(sx.tpr,1,mean,na.rm=TRUE)

## plot ROC curves ##

jpeg(filename="sp2.zip.jpeg",units = "px", res=150)

plot(1,xlab="FPR",

ylab="TPR",xlim=c(0.0, 0.1),ylim=c(0.0,0.8),cex.lab=1.25)

mtext("Species 2 zip")

lines(mean.sp2.fpr,mean.sp2.tpr,lty=2,lwd=2.5)

dev.off()

jpeg(filename="sp3.zip.jpeg",units = "px", res=150)

plot(1,xlab="FPR",

ylab="TPR",xlim=c(0.0, 0.1),ylim=c(0.0,0.8),cex.lab=1.25)

mtext("Species 3 zip")

lines(mean.sp3.fpr,mean.sp3.tpr,lty=2,lwd=2.5)

dev.off()
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